In a previous paper Crater and Van Alstine applied the Two Body Dirac equations of constraint dynamics to quark-antiquark bound states using a relativistic extention of the Adler-Piran potential and compared their spectral results to those from other approaches which also considered meson spectroscopy as a whole and not in parts. In this paper we explore in more detail the differences and similarities in an important subset of those approaches, the quasipotential approach. In the earlier paper, the transformation properties of the quark-antiquark potentials were limited to a scalar and an electromagnetic-like four vector, with the former accounting for the confining aspects of the overall potential, and the latter the short range portion. The static Adler-Piran potential was first given an invariant form and then apportioned between those two different types of potentials. Here we make a change in this apportionment that leads to a substantial improvement in the resultant spectroscopy by including a time-like confining vector potential over and above the scalar confining one and the electromagnetic-like vector potential. Our fit includes 19 more mesons than the earlier results and we modify the scalar portion of the potential in such a way that allows this formalism to account for the isoscalar mesons η and η ′ not included in the previous work. Continuing the comparisons of formalisms and spectral results made in the previous paper with other approaches to meson spectroscopy we examine in this paper the quasipotential approach of Ebert, Faustov, and Galkin.
Introduction
There are a number of strategies in computational treatments of quantum chromodynamics that emerge in the study of meson spectroscopy. One is to set up a discrete lattice analog of the full quantum field theory. A second is to first make analytic approximations which replace the quantum field theoretic problem by a classical variational problem involving an effective Lagrange function and action. The latter approach has been exploited by Adler and Piran [1] and in a previous paper Crater and Van Alstine gave a detailed account of applications of the Two Body Dirac equations (TBDE) of constraint dynamics to the meson quark-antiquark bound states [2] using a relativistic extension of the Adler-Piran potential. That paper also included a comparison of this approach to others [3] - [6] who, like ours, considered the whole spectrum instead of just selected parts.
Here we update the results presented in [2] in four ways. First, we include 19 more mesons not included in the previous work. Second, we obtain a substantial improvement in our fit to most all of the mesons by allowing the confining interaction, pure scalar in [2] , to take on a timelike vector portion. We still include the electromagnetic-like vector potential used previously. Third, we extend the relativistic Schrödinger-like form of the TBDE to include isoscalar mixing, thus incorporating the isoscalar mesons η and η ′ . And finally we critically examine, by comparison with the TBDE, aspects of quasipotential approaches including a recent one presented in [7] as well as in [6] .
In Sec. 2 we give a short review of the relativistic two-body constraint formalism, distinguishing between our new approach used for confining given in this paper and the one presented in [2] and including a discussion of the closely related quasipotential approach. In Sec. 3 we review the static Adler-Piran potential and how we apportion it between the three invariant potential functions A(r), S(r), and V (r) used in our TBDE. In Sec. 4 we present our main new results on meson spectroscopy. In Sec. 5 we include our treatment of SU(3) mixing and in Sec. 6 we discuss the meson spectral results of [7] including the advantages and shortcomings of their quasipotentials bound state formalism.
Review of Relativistic Two-Body Formalisms 2.1 Two-Body Constraint Approach
When the interaction and the masses are known, a common starting point in describing the relativistic two-body bound state problem is the Bethe-Salpeter equation [8] . The Bethe-Salpeter equation is, however, usually not considered in its full four-dimensional form due to the difficulty of treating the relative time coordinate [9] . Numerous truncations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation have been proposed for the relativistic two-body problem [10, 11] . Some of these types of approximate methods have previously been applied with considerable success to themeson spectrum [12] - [18] , [2] . The ladder approximation and the instantaneous approximation of the Salpeter equation have been widely used. It should be noted, however, that the simple ladder approximation and the Salpeter equation do not lead to the correct one-body limit [19] , and do not respect gauge invariance [20] . Crossed-ladder diagrams must be included to insure gauge-invariant scattering amplitudes.
The Two Body Dirac equations of constraint dynamics provide a covariant three-dimensional truncation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Sazdjian [21] has shown that the Bethe-Salpeter equation can be algebraically transformed into two independent equations. The first yields a covariant three-dimensional eigenvalue equation which for spinless particles takes the form
where
. The quasipotential Φ w is a modified geometric series in the Bethe-Salpeter kernel K such that in lowest order in K Φ w = πiwδ(P · p)K,
where P = p 1 + p 2 is the total momentum, p = η 2 p 1 − η 1 p 2 is the relative momentum, w is the invariant total center of momentum (c.m.) energy with P 2 = −w 2 . The η i must be chosen so that the relative coordinate x = x 1 − x 2 and p are canonically conjugate, i.e. η 1 + η 2 = 1. The second equation overcomes the difficulty of treating the relative time in the center of momentum system by setting an invariant condition on the relative momentum p, (H 10 − H 20 )Ψ(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 = 2P · pΨ(x 1 , x 2 ).
Note that this implies p µ Ψ = p µ ⊥ Ψ ≡ (η µν +P µP ν )p ν Ψ in whichP µ = P µ /w is a time like unit vector (P 2 = −1) in the direction of the total momentum.
One can further combine the sum and the difference of Eqs. (1) and (3) to obtain a set of two relativistic equations one for each particle with each equation specifying two generalized mass-shell constraints 
including the interaction with the other particle. These constraint equations are just those of Dirac's Hamiltonian constraint dynamics 1 [22, 23] . In order for the two simultaneous wave equations of (4) to have solutions other than zero, Dirac's constraint dynamics stipulate that these two constraints must be compatible among themselves, [H 1 , H 2 ]Ψ = 0, that is, they must be first class. With no external potentials, the coordinate dependence of the quasipotential Φ w would be through x and the compatibility condition becomes [p 2 1 − p 2 2 , Φ w ]Ψ = P µ ∂Φ w /∂x µ = 0. In order for this to be true in general, Φ w must depend on the relative coordinate x only through its component, x ⊥ , perpendicular to P, x
Since the total momentum is conserved, the single component wave function Ψ in coordinate space is a product of a plane wave eigenstate of P and an internal part ψ [24] , depending on this x ⊥ .
2
We find a plausible structure for the quasipotential Φ w by observing that the one-body Klein-Gordon equation (p 2 + m 2 )ψ = (p 2 − ε 2 + m 2 )ψ = 0 takes the form (p 2 − ε 2 + m 2 + 2mS + S 2 + 2εA − A 2 )ψ = 0 when one introduces a scalar interaction and timelike vector interaction via m → m + S and ε → ε − A. In the twobody case, separate classical [25] and quantum field theory [26] arguments show that when one includes world 1 These equations were originally proposed in the form of classical generalized mass shell first class constraints H i = (p 2 i + m 2 i + Φ i ) ≈ 0, and their quantization H i Ψ = 0 without reference to a quantum field theory. For the classical H i to be compatible, their Poisson bracket with one another must either vanish strongly or depend on the constraints themselves, {H 1 , H 2 } ≈ 0. The simplest solution of this equation is Φ 1 = Φ 2 , a kind of relativistic third law condition, together with their common transverse coordinate dependence Φw(x ⊥ ), just as with its quantum version. 2 We use the same symbol P for the eigenvalue so that the w dependence in Eq. (6) is regarded as an eigenvalue dependence. The wave function Ψ can be viewed either as a relativistic 2-body wave function (similar in interpretation to the Dirac wave function) or, if a close connection to field theory is required, related directly to the Bethe Salpeter wave function χ by [21] Ψ = −πiδ(P · p)H 10 χ = −πiδ(P · p)H 20 χ. scalar and vector interactions then Φ w depends on two underlying invariant functions S(r) and A(r) through the two-body Klein-Gordon-like potential form with the same general structure, that is Φ w = 2m w S + S 2 + 2ε w A − A 2 .
Those field theories further yield the c.m. energy dependent forms
and
ones that Tododov [23] introduced as the relativistic reduced mass and effective particle energy for the two-body meson system. Similar to what happens in the nonrelativistic two-body problem, in the relativistic case we have the motion of this effective particle taking place as if it were in an external field (here generated by S and A).
The two kinematical variables (7) and (8) are related to one another by the Einstein condition
where the invariant
is the c.m. value of the square of the relative momentum expressed as a function of w. One also has
in which ε 1 and ε 2 are the invariant c.m. energies of the individual particles satisfying
In terms of these invariants, the relative momentum appearing in Eq. (2) and (3) is given by
so that η 1 + η 2 = (ε 1 + ε 2 )/w = 1. In [27] the forms for these two-body and effective particle variables are given sound justifications based solely on relativistic kinematics, supplementing the dynamical arguments of [25] and [26] . Originally, the Two Body Dirac equations of constraint dynamics arose from a supersymmetric treatment of two pseudoclassical constraints (with Grassmann variables in place of gamma matrices) which were then quantized [28] - [31] . Sazdjian later derived [21] different forms of these same equations, just as with their spinless counterparts above, as covariant and three-dimensional truncation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The forms of the equations are varied (see Appendix A), but the one that is the most familiar is the "external potential" form similar in structure to the ordinary Dirac equation. For two particles interacting through world scalar and vector interactions they are
Here Ψ is a 16 component wave function consisting of an external plane wave part that is an eigenstate of P and an internal part ψ = ψ(x ⊥ ). The vector potentialÃ µ i was taken to be an electromagnetic-like four-vector potential with the time and spacelike portions both arising from a single invariant function A. 3 The tilde on these four-vector potentials as well as on the scalar onesS i indicate that they are not only position dependent but also spin-dependent by way of the gamma matrices. In this paper we allow for the presence of a timelike portion arising from an independent invariant function V. 4 In either case, the operators S 1 and S 2 must commute or at the very least [S 1 , S 2 ]ψ = 0 since they operate on the same wave function. 5 This compatibility condition gives restrictions on the spin dependence which the vector and scalar potentials
3 In a perturbative context, i.e. for weak potentials, that would mean that this aspects ofÃ µ i is regarded as arising from a Feynman gauge vertex coupling of a form proportional to γ µ 1 γ 2µ A (see Appendix A). 4 In a perturbative or weak potential context, that would mean that this aspect ofÃ µ i is regarded as arising from an additional vertex coupling proportional to −γ 1 ·P γ 2 ·P V. Similarly in a perturbative or weak potential contextS i is regarded as arising from a vertex coupling proportional to 1 1 1 2 S. (See Appendix A). 5 The γ 5 matrices for each of the two particles are designated by γ 5i i = 1, 2. The reason for putting these matrices out front of the whole expression is that including them facilitates the proof of the compatibility condition, see [28] , [24] .
are allowed to have 6 in addition to requiring that they depend on the invariant separation r ≡ x 2 ⊥ through the invariants A(r), V (r), and S(r) . The covariant constraint (3) can also be shown to follow from Eq. (14) . We give the explicit connections betweenÃ µ i ,S i and the invariants A(r), V (r), and S(r) in Appendix A. The Pauli reduction of these coupled Dirac equations lead to a covariant Schrödinger-like equation for the relative motion with an explicit spin-dependent potential Φ w ,
with b 2 (w) playing the role of the eigenvalue. 8 This eigenvalue equation can then be solved for the four-component effective particle spinor wave function ψ + related to the 16 component spinor ψ(x ⊥ ) in Appendix A.
The set of equations (14) and the equivalent Schrödinger-like equation (16) possess a number of important and desirable features. First, they reduce to the correct one-body Dirac form when one of the two constituents becomes very massive. (The Salpeter equation does not have this important property.) Second, the generalized three-dimensional Schrödinger equation (16) is quite similar to the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation and it indeed goes over to the correct nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation in the limit of weak binding. One can thus employ familiar techniques to obtain its solutions. Third, Eq. (16) can be solved nonperturbatively for both QED bound states (e.g. positronium and muonium) and QCD bound states (i.e. bound states obtained from two-body relativistic potential models for mesons) since every term in Φ w is nonsingular in the sense that they are less attractive than −1/4r 2 (no delta functions or attractive 1/r 3 potentials for example). Thus, unlike with the 1/m non-relativistic and semirelativistic expansions, the covariant Dirac formalism itself introduces natural cutoff factors that smooth out singular spin-dependent interactions, there being no need to introduce them by hand (-see [28] , [32] , [29] , [33] and Sec. 6.4) as in other approaches. Fourth, the relativistic potentials appearing in these equations are directly related through Eq. (2) to the interactions of perturbative quantum field theory, while for QCD bound states they may be introduced semiphenomenolgically through A(r) and S(r) (and in this paper V (r)). Fifth, these equations have been tested analytically [34] and numerically [29] against the known perturbative fine and hyperfine structures of QED bound states and related field theoretic bound states. The (nonperturbative) successes with these QED bound states provide strong motivation for applying the constrained Dirac formalism to meson bound states as in [2] . Sixth, these equations provide a covariant three-dimensional framework in which the local potential approximation consistently fulfills the requirements of gauge invariance in QED [35] . Finally, the same general structures of the Darwin, spin-orbit, spin-spin and tensor terms in Φ w (A, V, S) of Eq. (16) and (35), responsible for the accurate hyperfine structures of QED bound states arising naturally from the TBDE formalism when A = −α/r and S = V = 0, are used with the only alteration in its application to the QCD bound states being that A, V, S are apportioned appropriately from the Adler-Piran potential.
We emphasize the importance of the nonperturbative QED bound state test. (See Appendix C for a review of the application of the TBDE to QED.) Many of the wave equations used in the standard approaches to QED bound states have been modified to include QCD inspired potentials and then applied to nonperturbative numerical calculations of QCD bound states without first testing those approaches nonperturbatively in QED. By this we mean that the accepted perturbative results of those equations (QED spectral results correct through order α 4 ) have not been replicated using numerical methods. Sommerer et al. [4] have shown that the BlankenbeclerSugar equation and the Gross equations fail this test. This indicates a danger in applying such three-dimensional truncations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation: if failure occurs in their applications to QED bound states this brings into question the spectral results of similar nonperturbative (i.e. numerical) approaches based on the same truncations when applied to QCD bound states. This would be true especially when the only difference between the vector portions of the QED and QCD potentials would be the replacing of the QED −α/r by a similar A(r) from QCD.
In [2] we presented details of the application of this formalism to meson spectroscopy using a covariant version of the Adler-Piran static quark potential. Note especially that the equations used there displayed a single Φ(A(r), S(r), p ⊥ ,P , w, σ 1 , σ 2 , ) in Eq. (16) . It depends on the quark masses through factors such as those that appear in Eq. (6) . However its dependence is the same for all quark mass ratios -hence a single structure for all the QQ, qQ, andmesons in a single overall fit. We found that the fit provided by the TBDE for the entire meson spectrum (from the pion to the excited bottomonium states) competes with the best fits to partial spectra provided by other approaches and does so with the smallest number of interaction functions (just A(r) 6 The dependence of the scalar potentialsS i on the invariant A(r) responsible for the electromagnetic-like potential is seen in [24] and [26] to result from the way the scalar and vector fields combine. That combination without the presence of the independent time-like portion leads to a two-body Klein-Gordon-like potential portion of Φw to be of the form given in Eq. (6) . 7 In the presence of an additional and independent time-like vector interaction V , we assume the scalar and vector fields combine in such a way that leads to a two-body Klein-Gordon-like potential portion of Φw of the form 2mwS + S 2 + 2εwA − A 2 + 2εwV − V 2 instead of that given in Eq. (6) . 8 Due to the dependence of Φw on w, this is a nonlinear eigenvalue equation.
and S(r)) without additional cutoff parameters necessary to make those approaches numerically tractable. We also found that the pion bound state displays some characteristics of a Goldstone boson. That is, as the quark mass tends to zero, the pion mass (unlike the ρ and the excited π) vanishes, in contrast to almost every other relativistic potential model. (For more discussion on this see footnote 23 below).
Two Body Quasipotential Approaches
Also presented in [2] was a detailed comparison between the meson spectroscopy results of our model and those of several other approaches: one based on the Breit equation [5] , two on truncated versions of the BetheSalpeter equation [3] , [4] , and one on a quasipotential approach [6] . We explore in this section in more detail the differences and similarities between our approach and the quasipotential approach. The quasipotential equation was first introduced by Logunov and Tavkhelidze [10] . In its homogeneous form, that equation describes a two-particle relativistic composite system with its c.m. momentum space form (in the notation used here p is the relative momentum given in Eq. (13)) for spinless particles given by
where Ψ w (p) is the quasipotential wave function projected onto positive-frequency states and V (p, q,w) is the quasipotential calculated by means of the off-energy shell scattering amplitude (so that the respective c.m. energies of the two particles are not given by the above square roots but by Eq. (12)). The corresponding inhomogeneous quasipotential equation is of the general form
a linear integral equation of the Lippmann-Schwinger type relating the quasipotential to the off-energy shell extrapolation of the Feynman scattering amplitude. The choice of this equation and the accompanying homogeneous equation is not unique [11] . For example, the Green function G w (k) has only its imaginary part determined by requiring the condition of elastic unitarity on Eq. (18). 9 Todorov [10] took advantage of this nonuniqueness to write down a local version of the corresponding homogeneous equation of the form
with φ(p) the wave function in momentum space. In [32] Crater and Van Alstine showed that the spinless version of Eq. (16) in the case of QED (V = S = 0) has, in the c.m. frame, the form (see Eq. (66b) and discussion below Eq. (73b) of that paper)
As was pointed out in that paper, for A = −α/r, this reduces for weak potentials to the minimal or gauge structure form postulated by Todorov,
Although not noticed at the time, Eq. (20) does in fact additionally have this minimal structure not only for arbitrary strength couplings but also for potentials not restricted to Coulomb potentials, provided just that
where I s is the space reflection operator satisfying
9 For hermitian potentials, that condition has the symbolic form of
Aneva, Karchev, and Rizov [36] developed the weak potential version of this two-body Klein-Gordon equation for two spin combinations: for one spin-zero and one spin-one half particle and for a spin-one-half particleantiparticle pair. For the latter it has the form,
Expressing the on shell free four-component Dirac spinors in terms of two-component Pauli spinors and assuming the local quasipotentials
Eq. (25) can be brought to a four-component wave equation form superficially similar to Eq. (16) in the c.m. frame. We write it as
However, there are distinct differences. First of all, the spin structure of Φ w is not identical to that of V w even if the functions A(r), V (r), S(r) are the same. The reason is that the spin dependence of the vector and scalar potentialsÃ µ i andS i and in particular the minimal type of context in which they appear in Eqs. (14) arise from (nonlinear) hyperbolic functions (see Appendix A and [37] , [38] ) of matrices such as appear in Eq. (26) . Without that hyperbolic structure the external potential forms in which the minimal structures appear would be absent. To reproduce the effects of those nonlinear functions in Eq. (27) one would have to supplement Eq. (26) with types of invariants other than just scalar and vector [39] , [40] , [26] (a pseudovector invariant for example). Secondly, the desirable minimal scalar structures as appear in the first line on the right hand side of Eq. (35) below would not appear in V w without including higher order diagrams that would again require invariants other than just scalar and vector. These minimal scalar structures are not only desirable, they arise naturally and strictly from O(1/c 2 ) expansions of classical and quantum field theoretic potentials [25] , [26] and from gauge invariance considerations (see Todorov in [10] , and also [36] , [41] , and [24] ). In a later section we discuss the recent work of [7] , which uses a quasipotential equation similar to Eq. (27) in meson spectroscopy calculations.
3 The Adler-Piran Potential for the Two Body Dirac Equations.
In this section we use the relativistic Schrödinger-like Eq.(16) to construct a relativistic naive quark model by choosing the three invariant functions A, V and S to incorporate the Adler-Piran static quark potential [1] . This potential was originally obtained from the QCD field theory through a nonlinear effective action model for heavy quark statics. Adler and Piran used the renormalization group approximation to obtain both total flux confinement and a linear static potential at large distances. Their model uses nonlinear electrostatics with displacement and electric fields related through a nonlinear constitutive equation with the effective dielectric constant given by a leading log-log model which fixes all parameters in their model apart from a mass scale Λ. Their static potential also contains an unknown "integration constant" U 0 in the final form of their potential (hereafter called V AP (r)). We insert into Eq.(16) invariants A, V and S with forms determined so that the sum A + V + S appearing as the potential in the nonrelativistic limit of our equations becomes the Adler-Piran nonrelativistic QQ potential (which depends on two parameters Λ and U 0 ) plus the Coulomb interaction between the quark and antiquark. That is,
As determined by Adler and Piran, the short and long distance behaviors of U (Λr) generate known lattice and continuum results through the explicit appearance of an effective running coupling constant in coordinate space. That is, the Adler-Piran potential incorporates asymptotic freedom through
and linear confinement through
In addition to obtaining these leading behavior analytic forms for short and long distances, they converted the numerically obtained values of the potential at all distances (short, intermediate, and long distances) to compact analytic expressions. The explicit closed form expressions [1] for U (Λr) are different for each of the four regions, and are linked continuously. Letting x = Λr,
The function f is defined by
,and c 1 to c 5 are given by the Adler-Piran leading log-log model [1] and are not adjustable parameters. We modify these closed forms so that the connections between different regions are continuous in second derivatives. The nonrelativistic analysis used by Adler and Piran, however, does not determine the relativistic transformation properties of the potential. How this potential is apportioned between vector and scalar is therefore somewhat, although not completely, arbitrary.
In earlier work [13] we divided the potential in the following way among three relativistic invariants A, V and S for all x = Λr. (In our former construction, the additional invariant V was responsible for a possible independent timelike vector interaction.)
in which η = 1 2 . That is, we assumed that (with the exception of the Coulomb-like term (c 4 /x)) the long distance part was equally divided between scalar and a proposed timelike vector.
In the present investigation, we compute the best fit meson spectrum for the following apportionment of the Adler-Piran potential:
In order to covariantly incorporate the Adler-Piran potential into our equations, we treat the short distance portion as purely electromagnetic-like (in the sense of the transformation properties of the potential). The attractive (c 4 = −0.58) QCD-Coulomb-like portion (not to be confused with the electrostatic V coul = e 1 e 2 /r) is assigned completely to the electromagnetic-like part A. That is, the constant portion of the running coupling constant corresponding to the exchange diagram is expected to be electromagnetic-like (∼ γ 1µ γ µ 2 ). Through the additional parameter β, the exponential factor gradually turns off the electromagnetic-like contribution (i.e. A) to the potential at long distance except for the 1/r portion mentioned above, while the scalar and timelike portions (i.e. S and V ) gradually turn on, becoming fully responsible for the linear confining and subdominant terms at long distance. We choose not to consider an apportionment function with a large number of parameters as the simple exponential gives a single length scale for the turning of the potential from electromagnetic-like to scalar and timelike. Altogether our three invariant potential functions depend on three parameters: Λ, U 0 , and β. We furthermore let a free parameter ξ divide the relative portions of U as follows
This differs from the division in the earlier work [13] . Also, the earlier work did not include the effects of the tensor interaction or spin-orbit difference terms or the u − d quark mass differences 10 (see Eq. (35) below). In [2] , Crater and Van Alstine chose ξ = 1 and thus assumed that the scalar interaction is solely responsible for the long distance confining terms. When inserted into the constraint equations, V, S and A become relativistic invariant functions of the invariant separation r = x 2 ⊥ . The covariant structures of the constraint formalism then automatically determine the exact forms by which the central static potential is supplemented with accompanying relativistic spin-dependent and recoil terms. In Appendix A we outline the steps needed to obtain the explicit c.m. form of Eq. (16) . That form is [42] , [40] , [2] ,
The detailed forms of the separate quasipotentials Φ i are given in Appendix A together with their forms for weak potential and in the static limit. In Appendix B we give the radial forms of Eq. (35) . The subscripts of most of the quasipotentials are self explanatory. 11 After the eigenvalue b 2 of (35) is obtained, the invariant mass of the composite two-body system w can then be obtained by inverting Eq. (10). It is given explicitly by
The structure of the linear and quadratic terms in Eq. (35) 
Spectral Results
Theory1 (abbreviated by Th1) has two invariant interaction functions: A(r) for the short distance behavior and S(r) for scalar confinement. Theory 2 (abbreviated Th2) has three invariant interaction functions including the previous two plus V (r) for timelike vector confinement. In Appendix A.1 we outline how these invariant interaction functions are related to what we call vertex invariants (J (r), G(r), L(r)), which define the covariant gamma matrix interaction structures which enter into the hyperbolic form of the TBDE as seen in Eqs. (A.2, A.3, A.7-A.12), and the related energy and mass potentials E 1,2 and M 1,2 , which characterize the external potential forms of the TBDE as seen in Eqs. (A.13-A.16). The distinction between Th1 and Th2 includes more than the partial cancellation
between the quadratic scalar and timelike vector interactions. It also includes their partial cancellations for spin-orbit and Darwin terms (see Appendix A.4). In this section we present spectral results with (Th2) and without (Th1) the added timelike invariant function V (r).
We display our results in Tables 1-16 . The first table lists the best fit values for the quark masses and the potential parameters Λ, ΛU 0 , β for Th1 (scalar only confinement) and Th2. The ratio that optimized the fit for Th2 is ξ = 0.704, (see Eq. (34)). In the first two columns of Tables 2-9, we list quantum numbers and experimental rest mass values (in GeV) and experimental errors listed parenthetically (in MeV) for 105 known mesons. We include all well known and plausible candidates listed in the standard reference ( [44] ). We omit only those mesons with substantial flavor mixing, like the η and η ′ mesons . In the tables, the quantum numbers Table 1 : Parameters for Theory 1 and 2. The 4 potential parameters Λ, ΛU 0 , 1/(βΛ), and ξ are respectively the QCD scale factor, the Adler-Piran integration constant, the vector-scalar transition distance, and the S/(S + V ) ratio.
listed are those of the ψ + part of the 16-component wave function. In the third and fourth columns are the theoretical values, with Th1 referring to the results without the timelike vector interaction and Th2 with the timelike vector interaction. In the fifth and sixth columns we give the differences between our theoretical results and the experimental and in the last two columns the contributions of each theoretically computed values to the total χ 2 of 237 for Th1 and 173 for Th2 12 . To generate the fits, in addition to varying the five quark masses we vary the parameters Λ, U 0 , β, and ξ in the apportioned static Adler-Piran potential in A, V, and S. Those invariants are put into our relativistic wave equations just as we have inserted the invariant Coulomb potential A = −α/r (but with V = S = 0) to obtain the results of QED bound states [34, 29] . Note especially that we use a single Φ(A, S) for Th1 and a single Φ(A, V, S) for Th2 for all quark mass ratios. Hence in each theory we use a single structure for all the QQ, qQ, andmesons in a single overall fit. The entire confining part of the potential transforms as a world scalar for Th1 and combined timelike and scalar for Th2. Since ξ > 0.5 in our equations, this structure leads in both models to linear confinement at long distances and quadratic confinement at extremely long distances (where the quadratic contribution S 2 outweighs the linear term 2m w S in Th1 and S 2 − V 2 outweighing the linear terms 2m w S + 2ε w V in Th2). At distances at which exp(−βΛr) << 1, the corresponding fine and hyperfine structures producing spin-orbit, Thomas, Darwin, spin-spin, and tensor terms (the last two are relatively small in that domain) are dominated by the confining interaction, while at short distances (exp(−βΛr) ∼ 1) the electromagnetic-like portion of the interaction gives the dominant contribution to the fine and hyperfine structures. Furthermore because the signs of each of the spin-orbit and Darwin terms in the Pauli-form of our TBDE are opposite for the scalar and vector interactions (see Appendix A.4), the spin-orbit contributions of those parts of the interaction produce opposite effects with degrees of cancellation depending on the size of the quarkonia atom. Another point to make is that because of the various sizes of the quarkonia atoms and the c.m. energy dependence the behavior of Φ w is sharply different for the light mesons compared with the heavy ones. This may possibly account for the ability of our formalism to obtain good fits for the light meson hyperfine splittings while at the same time giving good overall fits to the heavy mesons.
We obtain the meson masses given in columns three and four as the result of a least squares fit using the known experimental errors from the Particle Date Group (PDG) tables [44] and an assumed calculational error of 1.0 MeV. We employ the calculational error not to represent the uncertainty of our algorithm but more to prevent the mesons that are stable with respect to the strong interaction from being weighted too heavily. Our χ 2 is per datum (105) minus parameters (8 or 9). In Table 1 , the value of β for Th1 implies that (in the best fit) as the quark separation increases, our apportioned Adler-Piran potential switches from primarily vector to scalar at about (βΛ) −1 ∼0.60 fermi. This shift is a relativistic effect since the effective nonrelativistic limit of the potential (A + S) exhibits no such shift (i.e., by construction β drops out). For Th2, this distance is substantially less, (βΛ) −1 ∼0.22 fermi. Table 10 lists the 8 meson families, their respective χ 2 contributions and their averages. The most striking feature is that as the quark masses increase from the lightest to the heaviest, the differences of the respective χ 2 12 The reader of [2] may notice that the total χ 2 of the model there of 101 (corresponding to Th1 here) was substantially lower than the 237 that we found here. There are several reasons for this difference. The main reason is that in this paper we do not include a 5% addition to the calculational uncertainty based on the total meson widths. Also, there are 19 more mesons in the present model, many of which were difficult to fit. Thirdly, the experimental errors changed. Fourth, many of the newer mesons (for example the η b ) not only added more to the χ 2 from their own fit, but also indirectly to the older ones (e.g. the 1 3 S 1 Υ meson). There is no difference in the parameter sets and potentials in Th1 and those used in [2] although the values are different. shifts from about a factor of 2 to almost even. The heaviest mesons are also the smallest in mean radius. This means that they are less likely to experience the effects of the S 2 and −V 2 portions of the confining interactions. As the mesons become large, they experience more of the effects of these parts of the potentials. The most dramatic improvement from the inclusion of the timelike vector confining potential V (r) (Th2) is with the light quark ud family. Referring now to Tables 2-9 most of the improvement comes from that of the fits to the a 2 , b 2 and b 1 mesons. For the sū, sd family the largest improvement comes from the lowest lying 3 P 2 mesons. The ground state singlet-triplet splitting changes from an overestimation to an underestimation. For the ss family the most significant improvement is in the ground state, although somewhat off-balanced by a worse fit for the lowest lying 3 P 1 state. In the case of the cū, cd family the main improvement is from the 3 P 2 mesons. For the cs mesons there is a slight overall improvement for Th2 with offsetting changes for the 3 P 0 and 1 P 1 mesons. There is only a very slight improvement for the cc mesons. For both Th1 and Th2 the worst fit is to the J/ψ meson with a mass too large by about 30 MeV. It cannot be adjusted downward by lowering the charm mass due to the fact that other mesons in this family would be pushed further from the data. With the heavy-light family, a single b quark, there again is not much overall change and even less in the bb family although another significant improvement is in the 3 P 2 bū state. An oddity with the bb is the sudden increase in χ 2 at the 4 3 S 1 meson, the worst fit of all the mesons in terms of the incremental χ 2 . Since that meson is closest to threshold, its mass will be most affected by it, whereas our theoretical model does not take threshold effects into account.
A possible explanation of why most improvements come for the 3 P 2 states is that the effect on the spin-orbit coupling due to the Thomas terms is opposite in sign for the timelike vector and scalar mesons. Without the balancing effect of the timelike vector confining interaction, the scalar interaction enforces an inversion of the spin-orbit splittings of the light mesons that are far too distorted for the ud and sū multiplets 13 . Also, the long range scalar parts contribute oppositely in sign from the short range vector part attributable to the A(r) potential.
We now examine another important feature of our method: the goodness with which our equations account for spin-dependent effects (both fine-and hyperfine-splittings). Table 11 shows the best fit versus experimental ground state singlet-triplet splittings and six versus four of the ten hyperfine splittings are improved using Th2 over Th1. Both give good fits for all hyperfine ground state splittings except for the η c − ψ system and η b − Υ system which for the latter over estimate the splittings by about 50%! 14 One problem with the fit for the cc system of mesons may be due to the fact that the D * 3 P 2 , 1 P 1 and D * s 3 P 2 fits are significantly low while the J/ψ fit is significantly high. Lowering the c quark mass corrects the J/ψ mass while raising the D * , D * s P state masses would require raising the c quark mass. Reducing one discrepancy would worsen the other, at least in our three invariant function approach For the spin-orbit splittings Table 12 gives the R ratios ( none of the better fits are very good except for the cc. From the experimental point of view the poor R value for the ud and us may be the uncertain status of the 3 P 0 light quark meson bound states, or theoretically our low 3 P 0 theoretical meson masses. Also, the lack of any mechanism in our model to account for the effects of decay rates on level shifts undoubtedly has an effect. Another likely cause for the poorer performance of Th1 as one goes from heavier to light mesons is that the radial size of the meson grows so that the long distance interactions, in which the scalar interaction becomes dominant, play a more important role. This effect is blunted by Th2 as seen in the ud numbers. In Table 2 The spin-orbit terms due to scalar interactions are opposite in sign and tend (at long distance) to dominate the spin-orbit terms due to vector interactions for Th1, but less so in Th2. This results in partial to full multiplet inversions as we proceed from the ss to the ud mesons. This inversion mechanism is less for Th2 than for Th1 because of the value of ξ.
The hyperfine structure of our equations also influences the splitting between the 1 P 1 and the weighted sum [5( 3 P 2 )+3( 3 P 1 )+1( 3 P 0 )]/9 of bound states. Table 13 indicates the agreement of the theoretical and experimental mass differences is excellent for the cc system, too small but of the right sign for the us system and ud systems. The agreement, however, for the light systems is nevertheless considerably better than that in the case of the fine structure splitting R ratios. Note that in the case of unequal mass P states, our calculations of the two values incorporate the effects of L · (σ 1 − σ 2 ) and L · σ 1 × σ 2 which mix spin.
Next consider the mixing due to the tensor term between orbital D and radial S excitations of the spin-triplet ground states. This mixing occurs most notably in the cc, us and ud systems. Table 14 show that Th1 is better than Th2 although both are pretty far off the mark. For the charmonium system, the lower doublet results are high whereas the higher doublet results are low.
Next we consider the effects of the change from Th1 to Th 2 on the radial excitations. Table 15 shows that for the most part Th1 gives slightly better results for the radially excited states, although where both theories are furthest off (the ud states) Th2 gives better results. The radially excited ud mesons have a larger mean radius than for the heavier meson and thus the temporizing effects of the −V 2 term tends to counteract more the increased confining potential for large r from linear to quadratic due to the S 2 terms. Finally we comment on the isospin splittings shown in table 16 . There are two effects we must consider here: the positive d − u mass differences of about 6 MeV for both theories and the Coulomb interaction between the quarks on the order of α × 197 MeV or less depending on the meson sizes. The Coulomb interaction is counter to the d − u mass difference for the sd − sū and bd − bū splittings while enhancing the d − u mass difference for the cd − cū splittings. These alternatively competing and enhancing effects are seen in the sizes of the splittings for both theories as you read down the table from the sd − sū through the cd − cū to the bd − bū splitting. For the K − K * family the values for the isospin splittings are 3 and 0 MeV for Th1 and 2 vs the experimental value 4 MeV for the singlet ground states while for the triplet the isospin splittings are 2 and 1 MeV vs the experimental value 4 MeV. The experimental splitting grows for the orbital excitation (K * 2 ) to 6 MeV. The probable reason for the increase is that at the larger distances, the influence of the Coulomb differences becomes small so that only the d − u mass difference influences the result. Our theories do not show a similar increase for the orbital excitations. In the case of the D + − D 0 splitting our mass differences for Th1 and Th2 are 7 and 7 MeV respectively versus the experimental mass difference of just 5 MeV. Here we see the opposite overall effect between the combined effects of the d − u mass difference and the slightly increased electromagnetic binding present in the case of the D 0 and the slightly decreased binding in the case of the D + . Whereas in the kaon system the results are too small, for the D the results are too large . This can be partially understood since the Coulomb and d − u mass differences work in concert with the Coulomb potential for these doublets. These effects work in the same way for the spin-triplet splitting resulting in the theoretical values of 6 and 6 MeV for the two theories compared with the experimental value 3 MeV. For the 3 P 2 isodoublet we obtain -5 and -5 MeV versus about 1 for the experimental value again showing the expected opposite trend from that of the kaon system. The experimental splitting between the 3 P 0 isodoublet of 51 MeV appears incomprehensibly large. Our two values are 8 and 9 MeV. The isospin splittings that we obtain for the spin singlet B meson system are 2 and 1 MeV for Th1 and Th2 versus 1 MeV. Here the competing effects cancel as in the kaon system only more so since the mesons are smaller and thus the Coulomb parts play a stronger role than for the kaon. Consider the general eigenvalue equation (35) for an isoscalar meson, one with quark structure qq. As seen in Appendix A the mass dependence appearing in Φ w directly or indirectly through m w , ε w , ε 1 , ε 2 , is of four types: . The actual isoscalar mesons consist of mixtures of three equal mass quark-antiquark pairs. We write the three separate equal mass versions of (35), using Eq. (10), together in shorthand as 
Eq. (37) does not include mixing between the pairs. Motivated by ideas presented by Brayshaw 15 [5], we model the effects of q iqi → q jqj via two gluon annihilation and creation as an effective scalar potential by postulating a symmetric matrix M that is not diagonal,
Suppose that an orthogonal matrix R diagonalizes
Then Eq. (37) becomes
This gives us, in essence, three new effective families of equal quark-anti-quark mesons, like ones that contain b, c, s, u, d except that mixtures are involved. In this paper we see if this idea is successful for the ground state pseudoscalar isoscalar family of mesons alone. With the three parameters, one obtains three different effective quark masses, one for each isoscalar family. The three δm i are adjusted to give the best fit to the correct π 0 , η, η ′ masses. 17 Table 17 gives the values of δm u , δm d , δm s together with the three effective quark masses, the eigenvalues of M which we call m q(π 0 ) , m q(η) , m q(η ′ ) .
Paralleling the earlier Tables 2-9, Table 18 gives the best fit values for the π 0 , η, and η ′ mesons. The predicted quark content becomes a further test of our model. 15 Brayshaw considered the modification of the meson mass by w1 → w1 + |G Z G| with Z a fixed parameter and |G in the ns subspace. This is equivalent to the mixing matrix 16 We ignore here the coupling that would result from this diagonalization that would be brought on by the Coulomb interactions between the equal masspairs. 17 These fits are simultaneous with the fits of the earlier 105 mesons, with the same quark masses and potential parameters used in the generation of Tables (2-9 ). Oddly, a precise fit to the π 0 was not possible in either theory, in spite of the three extra parameters δmu, δm d , and δms available.
The corresponding eigenvectors are quite close to the mixtures
With the three eigenvectors in matrix form we find 
corresponding to θ = −12.6 degrees for Th1 and 
corresponding to θ = −16.3 degrees for Th2. The Th2 value is consistent with chiral perturbation theory results corresponding to using the formula [44] .
With the meson masses listed in Tables 2 and 3 
The Quasipotential Equation of Ebert, Faustov and Galkin

The Model and Comparisons with TBDE
The model which we critically examine here gives excellent fits to the meson spectrum as well as numerous meson decay rates. The quasipotential approach of Ebert, Faustov and Galkin (EFG) [7] is a local one very similar to that of Todorov [10] and Aneva, Karchev, and Rizov [36] , discussed in Sec. 2 (see Eq. (25)). Insofar as our discussion given in that section is concerned, the main difference between the TBDE and EFG approach is the replacement of the timelike vector confining interaction in Eq. (26) with a different confining vector interaction:
They include as do we a scalar confining potential. In coordinate space their choice is V (r) = (1 − ε)(Ar + B), S(r) = ε(Ar + B).
18 There are at least three other additional hints of a possible emergent chiral symmetry and its breaking in the TBDE model . a) the relatively small quark u, d,masses ∼ 60 − 100 MeV compared with ∼ 300 MeV with most other quark models b) Our π mass decreases toward zero as mq → 0, c) the matrix element of the divergence of the axial vector current being proportional to the quark mass [39] , [13] For their electromagnetic-like vector interaction they use the Coulomb gauge (instead of the Feynman gauge used in the TBDE).
Its momentum space form is
The addition of the Pauli term with their value κ = −1 has the effect of cancelling the lowest order spin-dependent contributions in each factor of Γ iµ when sandwiched between on energy shell spinors. In the nonrelativistic limit their scalar and vector confining interactions combine to (Ar + B) with A = 0.18 GeV 2 , B=−0.3GeV. In essence their approach embodies a modified version of the Cornell potential into the local quasipotential approach. Their choice of κ was fixed by an analysis of the fine structure splitting of heavy quarkonia 3 P J states [46] and their choice of ε = −1 is determined from considerations of charmonium radiative decay.
We compare in Tables 19 and 20 their results to our Th 2 by listing the deviations from the experimental results and respective χ 2 . Of the 86 common mesons fit to the respective models, the collected results of quasipotential approach of [7] , [46] - [50] (EFG) are more accurate in 69 of the fits (61 when comparing χ 2 ) 19 . This includes the difficult singlet-triplet splittings for the ground and excited states of charmonium and the ground state of bottomonium, as well as good fits to most of the radial and orbital excitations of the ground states of the light mesons. Particularly interesting examples for the π − ρ family are the 3 P 1 − 1 P 1 splitting and the radial excitation of the singlet and triplet S−states, and for the K-K * families the 3 P 1 − 1 P 1 splitting and the 3 P 0 mass. These three areas of their spectrum are noteworthy improvements over the TBDE approach. It is hard, however, to give an even theoretical comparison between the two approaches for a number of different reasons. It is worthwhile, however, to point out the differences in the two approaches, summarized in Table 21 . First of all in our approach we give an overall fit to the entire spectrum. The approach of EFG to the spectrum is spread over several papers and it is not clear that a uniform parametrization would yield the same results as given in the tables (summarized here) from their separate papers. They do use the same values for the constants A, B, κ, and ε as well as the quark masses in the various papers. However, the Λ parameter they use in the parametrization of the short distance QCD-Coulomb part of the potential is different 20 . Another difference is that the static QCD potential in the Adler-Piran model displays explicitly the asymptotic freedom behavior by its radial dependence 21 whereas in the Coulomb potential used by EFG, the asymptotic freedom behavior is displayed indirectly in their α s by the quark mass dependence as seen in footnote 20. On the other hand, for their heavy quark bound states a radial modification displaying short distance QCD asymptotic freedom corrections was used but was not for the light quark bound states. Both the quasipotential approach of EFG and the TBDE used here, extending earlier work of Crater and Van Alstine, have three invariant interaction functions. Both use electromagnetic-like four-vector interactions; in the Feynman gauge for the TBDE and the Coulomb gauge for the quasipotential approach. In the EFG quasipotential approach the third interaction is a Pauli-modified vector interaction whereas in our approach it is timelike vector interaction. The potentials used in each of the three parts are of course different in the two approaches. The spin dependence, although similar for the most part have distinctly different origins. In the 16 component TBDE the kinematics and dynamics and spinors are tied together in one wave equation (see. e.g. Eq. (16)). Its off shell dependence is fixed by the wave equation and the spinors are all interacting. In the quasipotential approach the potential is constructed in part from the actions of free particle spinors. This leaves substantial leeway in how the off-shell behavior is fixed.
Both approaches have exact relativistic kinematics (from the use of b 2 (w)) and do not use either v/c or 1/m q expansions. Both approaches lead to non-linear eigenvalue equations and give good values of the pion and kaon masses. Both approaches avoid singular effective potentials that would otherwise prevent nonperturbative spectral calculations. In the quasipotential approach of EFG, those singularities are avoided in an adhoc though 19 Due to their large descrepancy on the (controversial) 3 P 0 Ds(2370) meson, their χ 2 of 389 is actually larger than our 255 (our fit here is altered to include less mesons and mu = m d so there are slight differences from the previous tables). If one eliminates that meson from the fit our χ 2 reduces to 251 while their χ 2 reduces to 69. It should be pointed out that their fit did not appear to be a least χ 2 one like our fit. It also was not an overall fits like ours. 20 In their ealier papers where the fits to the heavier mesons are given they use αs = 4π/(β 0 ln(µ 2 /Λ 2 )) where µ is the reduced mass and in the recent papers where the fits to lighter mesons are given they use αs = 4π/(β 0 ln((µ 2 + M 2 B )/Λ 2 )). In the former papers they use Λ = 169 or 178 MeV and in the recent ones Λ = 413 MeV. It is not clear how using just one form for all the mesons would affect the overall fit. (12) in [7] ). In the case of the TBDE, natural smoothing mechanisms appear in the Dirac formalism allowing one to avoid these adhoc assumptions [28] , [29] 22 . In addition, in the approach of the TBDE, strictly nonperturbative (i.e. numerical techniques) are used for the spectral evaluations. This does not appear to be the case for the work of EFG, particularly for the heavy mesons, where use of perturbation theory is required because of singular potentials. It may very well be that their adhoc substitutions used in the later paper [7] will render the use of perturbation theory unnecessary for those mesons. But in that case clear tests must ensure that not only do the adhoc substitutions give the same results as the perturbative treatments, but that this hold in the sensitive testing grounds of QED [4] , [29] ground states and those of related field theories . Both approaches display chiral symmetry breaking through the appearance of quark masses. It has been demonstrated in the TBDE, however, that the pion mass vanishes in the limit in which the quark mass vanishes [2] . That is not demonstrated in the EFG formalism nor for any other potential model formalism that we know of for the mesons (In an exception, Sazdjian has demonstrated this using pseudoscalar interactions for the TBDE [39] ).
23
The final point we want to make about the differences is that the wave equation arising from the TBDE has been tested in perturbative QED and related field theories. Todorov, and others [10] , [36] and [51] showed using perturbative methods how their local version of the quasipotential equation displays the accepted QED spectral results through order α 4 for two oppositely charged particles with arbitrary mass ratios. The work by Crater and Van Alstine [34] and others [29] go beyond this and show that not only do the TBDE display the correct fine and hyperfine spectral results when treated perturbatively, but those same results can be recovered when the equations are treated nonperturbatively. In [52] , a local quasipotential equation closely related to that used by EFG in the meson spectrum was shown to also reproduce perturbatively the spectral results through order α 4 of QED for two oppositely charged particles with arbitrary mass ratios. However, the important nonperturbative 22 In [33] , Crater, Yoon, and Wong described some unusual singularity structures of the effective potentials and wave functions that show up in Eq. (16) for singlet and triplet states, in both QED and QCD. In these cases the TBDE lead to effective potentials and wave functions that are nevertheless not singular. The most noteworthy case was for the coupled 3 S 1 -3 D 1 triplet system, when the tensor coupling is properly taken into account. There it was shown that including the tensor coupling is essential in order that the effective potentials and wave functions are well behaved at short distances, with the S-state and D-state wave functions becoming simply proportional to each other at short distance (see Appendix C).
23 H. Sazdjian has considered chiral symmetry and its breaking in the context of a closely related version of the TBDE. This was later discussed by Crater and Van Alstine, [13] . In particular, it is found that the matrix element of the divergence of the axial vector current is proportional to the quark mass. This demsonstrates that the quark masses in the TBDE play the same role as the quark masses in QFT. In addition, Sazdjian shows that the pion decay constant in the context of the TBDE does not vanish in the limit of mq → 0. Sazdjian shows analytically in the context of a pseudoscalar confining potential, the existence of a massless pseudoscalar meson when mq → 0. These are two of the main effects of the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry. In our earlier work with Van Alstine [13] , we showed numerically for the case of scalar confinining intereractions that the calculated pion mass tends to zero as mq → 0. In a later work ([2]) we showed, however, that the behavior is not of the square-root relation (mπ ∼ √ mq/Fπ). The same behavior appears to hold with the present calculations.
tests as done in [29] of the bound state formalism for QED has not been carried out with the local quasipotential equation of EFG. It is our contention that any relativistic potential model that includes four-vector interactions should, when the vector interaction is replaced by its QED counterpart, and confining potentials are set = 0, reproduce the the standard QED spectral results. There are two models for which we carry out this test. We limit our test to the singlet positronium ground state. The fundamental question we ask is do these two approaches, [6] and [7] , which are used quite successfully for meson spectroscopy give the correct spectral results when restricted to QED. The first one we examine is that of Ebert, Faustov and Galkin [7] .
Positronium Ground State Spectral Test of the Quasipotential Equation of
Ebert, Faustov and Galkin.
The effective Schrödinger equation of this approach restricted to an equal mass bound system for vector interactions is given in Eqs. (1-4) , (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) of [7] . For that restriction we have, in the notation of the present paper,
The unperturbed effective Hamiltonian is
and the perturbation is for singlet states
Comparing with the nonrelativistic hydrogenic Schrödinger equation
with ground state energy
we see that for the eigenvalue equation (48), the total c.m. invariant energy from H 0 is determined by analogy with Eqs. (51, 52) from
Thus with
we find that
Substituting this into Eq. (50) at the appropriate order gives
with their spin-spin terms partially canceling their spin independent contact (Darwin) term while the first term is of higher order. The ground state unperturbed wave function is
The expectation value is
and so Eq. (53), including H 1 then becomes, to the appropriate order
so that
This result is in disagreement with the accepted fine structure result of
In the Two-Body Dirac equation this spectrum results from an exact solution of the Schrödinger-like form [34] , [29] , [41] 
which yields
obtained by steps similar to those outlined in Eq.(60).
The local quasipotential approach of [7] does not include the term −A 2 = −α 2 /r 2 which gauge invariance considerations would demand. It is of interest that if their approach includes this terms then the added contribution from this potential is 1 2µ
This, together with the fact that combining this with the earlier results gives the correct added O(α 4 ) correction,
points strongly to the lack of this term as being the cause of the incorrect QED spectral prediction in this approach. We should emphasize that the closely related formalism of [52] does produce the correct − 21mα 4 64 relativistic correction. The difference between the formalism of EFG and that of [52] is that the former does not include two loop and iterated Born diagrams 25 contained in the latter. Those combined diagrams to lowest order in α do produce the −A 2 = −α 2 /r 2 term which would account for the spectral difference seen in Eq. (65) (see also [51] ). Since that −A 2 term is not included in the EFG meson spectral formalism it is likely that possibly important relativistic corrections for their meson spectrum will be missing. In a private communication, Faustov stated that the reason they did not include the contributions of two and more gluon exchange diagrams within QCD in calculations of the meson spectra, is that the effects of these diagrams would be contained in the confining , long range potential, the origin of which is not known and which is thus added phenomenologically. However the −A
in which ε is the total energy of the single particle of mass m. In this same limit Eq. (35) (see Appendix A5 ) becomes
which agrees with the Pauli reduction of the Dirac equation (74) for a single particle in an external scalar and vector potential when the first order momentum terms are scaled away (see for example [33] ). The wave function ψ + is the upper two-component spinor. From the point of view of the single particle Dirac equation the quadratic S 2 and −A 2 terms above are not put in by hand but arise naturally from the Pauli reduction. We compare Eq. (75) with the corresponding equations from the two quasipotential approaches, including scalar and vector interactions 27 . Referring to Eqs. (1-4) , (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) of [7] we have the m 2 → ∞ limit of
in which we have used µ R → ε. It is evident that for the vector interaction alone (S = 0), this equation will not yield a spectrum perturbatively equivalent to the Dirac spectrum for A = −α/r and for the same reason as with positronium, that is, the lacking of the −A 2 term. This would result in incorrect fine structure for hydrogen-like atoms (see discussions and footnotes below Eq. (65) for the reason for this omission). Also, there are three parts for the scalar potential interaction that differ from the Dirac equation: the appearance of 2εS instead of the expected 2mS, the lacking of the S 2 term, and the absence of any scalar Darwin term. The appearance of ε instead of m can be traced to the use of a common reduced mass for multiplying both vector and scalar interactions. Beyond that is the absence of the potential energy terms in the denominators of the spin-orbit and Darwin terms. The authors correct this by hand, but their correction does not match the forms in the Dirac equation. On the other hand those potential energy terms in the denominators of the Darwin and spin-orbit terms of Eq. (75) provide a natural smoothing mechanism that eliminates such singular potentials as delta functions and 1/r 3 potentials. For example take the case of S = 0, A = −α/r. The Laplacian term would produce 4πδ 3 (r). However, the A term in the denominator would then be evaluated at the origin and completely cancel the effects of the delta function. Its perturbative effects are reproduced by the adjacent 3/4 term. Similarly the 1/r 3 behavior of the spin-orbit weak potential form in which the A in the denominator is ignored is modified to very near the origin to a less singular 1/r 2 potential by the effect of the A term in the denominator as well as the 3/4 term. Similar smoothing mechanics naturally built in to the Pauli structure of the Dirac equation occur in the Pauli reduction of the TBDE ( see [28] , [32] , [29] , [33] ).
Referring to A-15, 16 of [6] we have the m 2 → ∞ limit of
This Hamiltonian form is missing Darwin terms for not only scalar interactions, but also for vector interactions as well. Those are as important for spectral studies as the spin-orbit terms and their lack is a serious defect in both these equations. The lack of the vector Darwin term would result in incorrect fine structure for L = 0 hydrogen levels.
Conclusion and Future Directions
The application of Dirac's constraint dynamics applied to the relativistic two-body problem leads quite naturally to the Two Body Dirac equations of constraint dynamics when both particles have spin-one-half. This paper follows many earlier ones analyzing the structures and applications of those equations. It has several sets of aims and results. First we showed that when the interaction structure used in these equations is extended from two invariant functions (generated by what we have called A(r) and S(r)) to three (not only the two that generate an electromagnetic-like interaction and a confining world scalar interaction but also the V (r) that generates a confining timelike vector interaction), that the fit to the meson spectrum is improved substantially. However, there is still a considerable amount of improvement that is needed, primarily in the radial and orbital excitations of the singlet and triplet ground states. Work in progress seeks to extend invariant functions to ones that generate covariant pseudoscalar, pseudovector, and tensor interactions. Second, this paper also included 19 mesons not included in earlier work [2] where only two invariant functions were used. Among those 19 were the isoscalar η and η ′ mesons. Here we developed an approach motivated by some work of Brayshaw [5] which introduces a constant symmetric but nondiagonal mass matrix that couples isoscalarchannels. The three parameters introduced are adjusted (when possible) to fit the π 0 , η and η ′ meson masses and then used to predict accurately, at least in Th2, the SU (3) pseudoscalar mixing angle . Missing is an attempt to connect this mass matrix to the compatibility condition between the constraints S 1 and S 2 .
A glance at Ref. [11] shows that there are no shortages of attempts to stake claims of which relativistic two-body truncation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is most successful. One of the purposes of [2] was to clarify some guidelines and important benchmarks that such equations should have when applied to any relativistic twobody problem be it for QED bound states, QCD bound states, or nucleon-nucleon scattering. This clarification continues in this paper with a fairly detailed analysis of the local quasipotential approach of Ebert, Faustov, and Galikin. This approach was chosen among numerous others for two reasons: a) the close connection between the minimal dynamical structure of the constraint approach and the early work done on the local quasipotential approach by Todorov and his coauthors and b) the extensive phenomenological studies by the local quasipotential approach of EFG in meson spectral and decay studies.
The two quasipotential methods that we discussed have three weaknesses. Neither method uses a wave equation to uncover their respective spin-dependent corrections. Rather, they use an on shell version of the scattering amplitude and the quasipotential equation for the potential. However, as discussed in both papers, they each must make assumptions that allow them to include expected off shell effects. In contrast, the TBDE of constraint dynamics include automatically by their mathematically consistent construction, off mass shell effects. The second weakness, is that both approaches, when applied to QED, do not produce the correct hyperfine structure. This, in our opinion, is a serious but easily correctable drawback in both approaches. Let us be precise here about our concerns. In both of these two quasipotential approaches to the relativistic QCD potential model, if one turns off the confining interaction and replaces the nonconfining vector potential by the Coulomb potential their resultant QED spectrum will be incorrect whether computed perturbatively or numerically. This calls into question their QCD spectral results since the resultant relativistic corrections which the omitted term −A 2 would have contributed is of the same order as the spin-dependent corrections (dependent on A ′ and ∇ 2 A) which, of course, are not omitted. Even if that correction is made, the wave equation should be shown to have (just as can be shown with the one-body Dirac equation) the same spectral results whether treated perturbatively or nonperturbatively. In addition, their modeling of the scalar interactions does not conform with the approach of the classical and quantum field theories used by Crater, Van Alstine, Yang, Sazdjian and Jolluli which supports our choice of vector interaction structures 28 . The third weakness is the lack of agreement in the m 2 → ∞ limit with the Pauli-form of the one-body Dirac equation. In particular, the lack of scalar Darwin terms in both approaches and vector Darwin terms in the approach of [6] is a serious weakness.
The constraint approach has been tested against both classical and quantum field theories for both scalar and vector interactions. In our construction of the vector potential [32] , [24] , [29] three primary guideposts were used beyond that of a minimal structure. The first is the use of just the barest (lowest order) input from field theory, the nonrelativistic Coulomb potential in QED.
The second is the gauge-like minimal coupling structure Eq. (22) [25] 30 , and c) Jollouli and Sazdjian [26] who found a similar structure from nonperturbative quantum field theoretic arguments both for scalar and vector interactions. These three arguments demonstrate that the Born approximation structures (particularly the first term of (26) used to model the QCD potentials in [6] ) cannot possibly yield that gauge structure and thus cannot yield the correct positronium spectrum when applied to QED. The higher order structures in [26] and [51] as well as the nonlinear hyperbolic structures in Eqs. (A.2, A.3, A.7, A.22-A.25) argue that the Born structure of the first term in (26) are insufficient and must be supplemented by other invariant couplings. The papers by Sazdjian and collaborators [39] , [40] , [26] demonstrate this explicitly, showing that pseudovector coupling is essential if done perturbatively in order to get the Dirac equation into an external field form in which the minimal structure can be demonstrated. The work in [37] , [38] as well as by Sazdjian and collaborators show that the vector coupling (see Eq. (A.10) ) alone will, when placed in the nonlinear context of the hyperbolic parametrization given in Eqs. (A.2,A. 3), yield that external field form in which the minimal structure can be demonstrated.
The third guidepost is the use of the relativistic reduced mass m w and energy ε w (see Eqs. (7) and (8)). In addition to the discussions given in [27] , their appearance in the forms 2m w S + 2ε w A as part of the minimal structure is also dictated by the same field theory mechanisms discussed in item b) and c) above. Note that even though in Eq. (19) there is the appearance of another relativistic reduced mass (ε 1 ε 2 /w), in working out the quasipotential using the spinors as in Eq. (25) that reduced mass is replaced by m w in the scalar and ε w in the vector case. This replacement does not appear in the work of [7] .
So, while the works of Ebert, Faustov, and Galkin, and Godfrey and Isgur are quite impressive in terms of spectral and decay agreements, it would be of value for adherents of those approaches to consider the criticisms presented in this paper, related to the ability of those equations to reproduce the static limit Dirac equations structures (which would include the −A 2 term) and general short range structure related to the −A 2 gauge term. These criticisms are not about their choice of QCD inspired potentials, but rather about how their relativistic wave equations translate the physics of those potentials into spectral results. These thus concern the impact on their QCD meson spectral results those two approaches would have based on their field theory connections to QED bound states .
Finally a few words about future direction lines of research related to this paper. The approach given in our paper views the meson as a two-body bound state in a first quantized formalism. In place of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation for two interacting particles, we use the TBDE of constraint dynamics. There are systematic corrections that should follow the completion of this first step which would end with the inclusion of covariant pseudoscalar, pseudovector, and tensor interactions, in addition to the scalar and vector interactions we have included in this paper. First is a second quantized version the TBDE similar that what has been accomplished for nonrelativistic second quantized formalisms by the Cornell group [55] , Tornqvist [56] , and more recently by Barnes and Swanson [57] . The latter includes a microscopic theory [58] of the 3 P 0 model which includes pair production. The aim, as in their recent paper, would be to gain a measure of the effects of two-body meson decays on the observed rest mass of the decaying meson. Beyond that would be many body formalisms which view the meson more generally as a linear combination of+ qqg + ...
The primary weakness in our results of this paper are: 1) the radial and orbital excitations of the old meson spectroscopy; 2) the less than good hyperfine splittings of the cc and bb families compared with the good splitting results we obtained with all the other families, including the lightest and most highly relativistic ud ; 3) the failure to account for the light ( 3 P 0 ) scalar mesons; 4) Failure to reproduce the square root Gell-Mann-OakesRenner relation. It is too early to say if the completion of the first quantization program will rectify any of these problems. We point out, however, that should the weakness of our model, relating to the radial excitations of the lightbound states be substantially improved by including pseudoscalar, pseudovector, and tensor interactions, this would offer the opportunity of allowing the hypothesis discussed in footnote 13 to be actively considered. Whether including these other interactions lead to substantial improvements or not, it will be essential to follow in parallel with our relativistic formalism, the second quantized nonrelativistic formalisms developed earlier.
A Relativistic Schrödinger Equation Details
A.1 Connections Between the TBDE and Eq. ( 35) and Forms forÃ Here we present an outline of some details of Eq. (14) and its Pauli-Schrödinger reduction given in full elsewhere (see [24, 37, 38, 42] ). Each of the two Dirac equations in (14) has a form similar to a single particle Dirac equation in an external four-vector and scalar potential but here acting on a 16 component wave function Ψ which is the product of an external part (being a plane wave eigenstate of P ) multiplying the internal wave function ψ
The four ψ i are each four-component spinor wave functions. To obtain the actual general spin-dependent forms of thoseÃ µ i ,S i potentials which were required by the compatibility condition [S 1 , S 2 ]ψ = 0 was a most perplexing problem, involving the discovery of underlying supersymmetries in the case of scalar and timelike vector interactions [28] , [24] . Extending those external potential forms to more general covariant interactions necessitated an entirely different approach leading to what is called the hyperbolic form of the TBDE. The most general hyperbolic form for compatible TBDE is
where ∆ represents any invariant interaction singly or in combination. It has a matrix structure in addition to coordinate dependence. Depending on that matrix structure we have either vector, scalar or more general tensor interactions [37] . The operators S 1 and S 2 are auxiliary constraints satisfying
in which the S i0 are the free Dirac operators
This, in turn leads to the two compatibility conditions [31, 37, 39] [
provided that ∆(x) = ∆(x ⊥ ). These compatibility conditions do not restrict the gamma matrix structure of ∆. That matrix structure is determined by the type of vertex-vertex structure we wish to incorporate in the interaction. The three types of invariant interactions ∆ that we use in this paper are
(A.8)
For For general independent scalar, timelike vector, and spacelike vector interactions we have
The special case of an electromagnetic-like interaction (in the Feynman gauge) corresponds to J = −G or
Our Th1 corresponds to a scalar and electromagnetic interaction,
Our Th2 corresponds to a modification of the timelike portion of ∆ EM to
This leads to 31 [37, 38] 
The connections between what we call the vertex invariants L, J , G and the mass and energy potentials M i , E i are found to be
Eq. (A.13) depends on the standard Pauli-Dirac representation of gamma matrices in block forms (see Eq. (2.28) in [2] for their explicit forms) and where
Comparing Eq. (A.13) with Eq. (14) we find that the spin-dependent vector interactions of Eq. (14) are [24, 29] 
Note that the first portion of the vector potentials is timelike (parallel toP µ ) while the next portion is spacelike (perpendicular toP µ ). The spin-dependent scalar potentialsS i arẽ
Eq. (A.17) simplifies toÃ
for electromagnetic-like interactions. 31 In short, one inserts Eq. (A.3) into (A.2) and brings the free Dirac operator (A.4) to the right of the matrix hyperbolic functions. Using commutators and cosh 2 ∆ − sinh 2 ∆ = 1 one arrives at Eq. (A.13). The structure of these equations are very much the same as that of a Dirac equation for each of the two particles, with M i and E i playing the roles that m + S and ε − A do in the single particle Dirac equation (74). Over and above the usual kinetic part, the spin-dependent modifications involving GP i and the last set of derivative terms are two-body recoil effects essential for the compatibility (consistency) of the two equations 32 Just as x µ is a four vector, so are γ µ (in the sense of Dirac) and P µ . Thus, the matrix structures of the time-like and space-like interactions in Eq. We have chosen a parametrization for L, J , and G that takes advantage of the Todorov effective external potential forms and at the same time will display the correct static limit form for the Pauli reduction (see Eq. (75)). The choice for these parametrizations is fixeded due to the fact that for classical [25] or quantum field theories [26] for separate scalar and vector interactions the spin independent part of the quasipotential Φ w involves the difference of squares of the invariant mass and energy potentials (M i and E i respectively)
Strictly speaking, the forms in Eq. (A.20) and Eq. (A.21) are for scalar and timelike vector interactions. Eqs. (14) and (A.13) involve combined scalar, electromagnetic-like, and separate timelike vector interactions. Without the separate timelike interactions this amounts to working in the Feynman gauge with the simplest relation between space-and timelike parts, (see Eqs. (A.10), (A.11), and [13, 2] ). In the general case the mass and energy potentials in place of Eq. (A.20) are respectively
Below we present, the consequent connections to the invariant interaction functions A, V,and S.
a) In the case of electromagnetic interactions (V = 0) with scalar confinement (Th1), we have 26) and the spin-independent (SI) minimal coupling comes from .27) and appears as
In the case of pure timelike vector interactions and scalar interactions (with no electromagnetic-like interactions this model is not appropriate for meson spectroscopy) we have 29) and the spin-independent minimal coupling appears as
c) When we include independent timelike and electromagnetic-like simultaneously together with scalar interactions (Th2) then we have
and the spin-independent minimal coupling appears like
A.2 Details on Eq. (35) The Klein-Gordon like potential energy terms appearing at the beginning of the Pauli form (35) arise from
To obtain the symbolic Pauli form of Eq. (16) and the subsequent detailed form in Eq. (35) involves steps similar to those used in the Pauli reduction of the single particle Dirac equation [33] but with the combinations φ ± = ψ 1 ± ψ 4 and χ ± = ψ 2 ± ψ 3 instead of the individual single particle wave function. This reduces the Pauli forms to 4 uncoupled 4 component relativistic Schrödinger equations [40, 16, 38, 2, 42] . We work in the c.m. frame in whichP = (1, 0) andr = (0,r). The final four-component wave functions ψ ± , η ± that appear in Eq. (35) are defined by [42] 
In analogy to what occurs in the decoupled form of the Schrödinger equation for the individual single particle wave function, this substitution has the convenient property that in the resultant bound state equation, the coefficients of the first order relative momentum terms vanish.
Using the results in [42] and [33] we obtain for the general case of unequal masses the relativistic Schrödinger equation (35) that is a detailed c.m. form of Eq. (16) . In that equation we have introduced the abbreviations 35) where 36) and l ′ (r) = − 1 2r A.3 Explicit Expressions for terms in the Relativistic Schrödinger Equation (35) from A(r), V (r) and S(r)
Given the functions A(r) , V (r), and S(r) for the interaction, users of the relativistic Schrödinger equation (35) will find it convenient to have an explicit expression in an order that would be useful for programing the terms in the associated equation ( and
The expressions for k(r), m(r), and n(r) that appear in Eqs. (A.35)) are given in Eqs. (A.36). They can be evaluated using the above expressions plus
The only remaining parts of Eq. (A.35) that need expressing are those for l ′ and q ′ given in Eq. (A.37) Using Eq. (A.34) they can be obtained in terms of the above formulae.
A.4 Weak Potential Limits of Quasipotentials
The weak potential forms of the quasipotentials are needed for working out perturbative spectral corrections. For weak potentials, we take ε i = m i wherever they appear in the potentials and assume |A|, |V |, |S| << m i . Thus 
Note how in the Darwin and spin-orbit terms the S ′ − V ′ dependence shows how the scalar and timelike confining effects tend to cancel for ξ < 1. As anticipated, only the Darwin and spin-orbit terms survive in the static limit when one of the two particles becomes very massive. In that limit (say m 2 → ∞), the two spin-orbit terms Φ SO and Φ SOD combine to
A.5 Single Particle Limit (m 2 → ∞) of the TBDE In addition to using p 2 → (m 2 , 0), p 1 = (ε 1 , p), the single particle limit of the TBDE is obtained by substituting m 2 → ∞ in the expressions for the various potentials listed in Appendices A1, A2, and A3. To determine that limit, we use that the total c.m. energy w = ε 2 + ε 1 → m 2 + ε 1 . In that case using the expressions for m w and ε w in Eqs. (7) and (8) For the energy potentials we have, sinceP → (1, 0) that 
From the last line we obtain .50) and hence Eq. (35) reduces to Eq. (75). In Section 6.4 we display our static limit equations for Th1.
B Radial Equations
The following are radial eigenvalue equations, [42] , [33] , corresponding to Eq. 33 Strictly speaking, in the static limit, the square roots forms obtained from Eq. (A.22) imply M 1 → |m + S| > 0. For for large distances, A → 0, and so Eq. (A.23) implies E 1 → |ε − V | and for short distances V → 0, E 1 → |ε − A|. These could possibly be in opposition to the forms with indefinite sign of m + S and ε − V or ε −A that would appear in the one body Dirac equation. In our applications to meson spectroscopy S is always positive so we need not worry about the use of the square root form of M i in the computation of M i . Since V is positive and increasing with distance, it is possible that at large enough distances ε − V < 0. In that case use of the positive root for the square root would not agree with the sign of ε − V . We found that for the 1 S 0 bū and bd mesons that does occur near the very end of the integration cutoff distance of about 1.92 Fermis. That is so close to the end, however, that use of the positive square root is unlikely to have any effect on the spectral results (for the 3 P 2 bū and bd mesons ε − V remained positive throughout the integration region.) Future work may address the theoretical problem of how to make the approach to the static limit of the square root forms smooth and exact. 
